At Eleven Fifty Seven, we differentiate ourselves by looking at our clients’ recognition efforts holistically, thus providing creative solutions which ladder-up to a sound strategy. Through our unique creative approach, we’re able to explore many different design directions collaboratively with our clients, giving them confidence that no stone has been left unturned.

Our headquarters in Sidney, Ohio houses our Creative, Customer Service, Production, and Administrative departments. A newly constructed 16,000sq/ft. facility, with 11,000sq/ft. dedicated to our in-house fabrication space.

In addition to building all of our displays in-house, we provide: recognition strategy, creative strategy, design, recognition style guide development, proprietary interactive recognition software, and installation. We do not subcontract any services listed previously. Outside Ohio, we have Regional Sales Representatives throughout the U.S, providing onsite support to our clients.

Website: www.11fiftyseven.com

Biggest clients:

- Northwestern Medicine
- CHRISTUS Health System
- Ochsner Health System
- Auburn University
- Appalachian State University
DNA Donor Recognition project (currently in fabrication phase) for Women’s Hospital. The reflective mirrored nameplates tell the story of “personalized medicine”, with the idea being that we are all unique, thus creating a “personalized” view of the display when you’re reflected in it. The DNA strands above further tell the story of research and dedication to personalized care.
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